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CHAPTER 5
Indian Academic Fraud

The Terrible Tribe

Twelve white male students and an older white male drank and sang late at
night, consumed by their drunkenness. Their faces were covered in war
paint, styled like caricatured and generic Native American warrior designs.
Many of the men wore eagle-feather headdresses, buckskin leather jerseys
and pants, and beaded moccasins, all of which once belonged to an Indian
person, perhaps long dead, from somewhere in Indian Country. Some of
these white men carried peace pipes, small drums, or tomahawks; some of
which were real while others were fake plastic and made in Taiwan. Other
white men beat upon a large drum and sing in caricatured Native American
musical styles as in a racist 1940s cartoon or at an Atlanta or Cleveland
baseball game. The room was small, but looked larger, decorated with
modern Native American paintings, old baskets, photographs of old Indian
chiefs, and death masks. These, too, were real, made by Indians from all over.
Near the ceilings, scattered all over the walls, are framed black-and-white
photographs of previous members of this club. Included with nameplates
underneath were current university president Al Killingsworth, 1920s-era
Supreme Court Justice Joshua Frieder, and famous 1930s-era publisher
Abe Markinson. Underneath the photos were small plaques with the
pseudonyms of some of these the members, such as Chief Buffalo Butt,
Squaw Master, Chief Hollow Leg, and Me Northern Elk.1

�

Gil Ogema, whose grandmother was Emma Roberts’ sister, sat in a living
room in front of a huge television playing video game football with three
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other guys, all large, well-built white men who are football players on the
university varsity. These large men yelled and screamed at the TV, enjoying
their game, and sometimes pushed and shoved each other forcefully in the
heat and amusement of their mock battles. Pizza boxes, scattered potato
chips, and empty beer bottles littered the room. A fourth man, sitting on
the couch but not playing the game, was Lincoln Grail, tall, skinny, and
nerdy. He was reading the Wall Street Journal and starting to fall asleep.
Two of the four men playing the game scored a touchdown and celebrated,
yelling and crashing into Lincoln, waking him. “Goddamit, you stupid
fools!” he shouted at them.

Lincoln threw his paper down and pushed some pizza boxes onto the
floor. All four players immediately shut up and looked at Lincoln with
apologies at the tips of their tongues, deferring to the smaller man.

“Sorry, dude,” said one of them. “We’re just having a good time.”
“You freak. Just because you win some genetic lottery and get to play

football and go to college for free.”
Lincoln cleaned himself off, continuing to mutter, and left the room

with his newspaper.
“What’s up with that dude, Ogema?” one of the football players

asked Gil.
“Don’t worry about him,” Gil answered. “Let’s play. We still got a

three-touchdown lead on your sorry butts.”
“This is so cool, you got the new NFL game six weeks before it came

out. Who gave it to you?”
“Lincoln. He’s in the B-School,” Gil said. “They’re always trying to get

us to sign up with some agent. They give us stuff sometimes. Coaches say
it’s okay to take it, as long as we don’t sign anything. If I go pro, I’ll sign
with Lincoln. I can trust him.”

“You going pro, Ogema?”
“Not this year. I still gotta graduate. My family would kill me if I

dropped out.”
The four men played another quarter of video game football without

speaking more than guttural English until one of them announced that he
needed a bathroom break. While he was gone, another of the men asked
Gil, “So what’s The Terrible Tribe like, dude?”

“Can’t talk about it.”
“We won’t say anything. Do they do real Indian stuff up there? I mean,

are you in charge because you’re Indian and everything? What are you
exactly?”

“Lake Matchimanitou Band.”
“What’s that? Apache? Sioux? Cherokee?” The football player who asked

that question had taken an American Studies class on the recommendation
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of a student manager because of its reputation for being an easy class. It
wasn’t true and the player had dropped out, but not before learning the
names of several Indian tribes.

“Ottawa and Chippewa,” Gil said, not wanting to talk about it. “I’m
Ottawa.”

“What the hell is Ottawa? Isn’t that the capital of Ontario or some-
thing?”

“Did the Sioux kick the Ottawas’ asses?” another player asked. “That’s
what I want to know. At least there’s the Fighting Sioux. I never heard of
no Fighting Ottawas.”

“Is that what Ogema is?” the player who took the American Studies
class. “Some Ottawa name? A famous war chief or something? A cook? A
barber?”

“Just shut up and play the game, you freaks.”

�

Niko Roberts was in the middle of the winter semester as a second-year
student at the university. He had decided to attend the same university
several of his relatives had over the last hundred years, including his cousin
Gil, who was a star football player. In his fourth year as a university stu-
dent, Gil had told Niko that he would look out after him if he went to the
same school. They were not particularly close growing up, but Niko trusted
Gil, as he tended to trust people from his own community, especially in
foreign settings like Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Walking at night on the sidewalk in a darker, more residential neigh-
borhood than the university campus areas, Niko saw two men shaded
from the light approach from the opposite direction, talking in loud,
aggressive tones.

“Did you see that game against State? Reingold was so on. He threw four
TDs, two of them to Ogema. No picks.”

“He’s going pro this year. No doubt.”
“Did you hear about the protests by those Indian AIM guys at the

game?”
“What? The Indian mascots thing again?”
“What a joke. Those Indians have no sense of humor.”
“Well, it’s a real problem.”
“What?”
“Yeah. Every time they’re out there protesting, doing their dances, they

could bring rain.”
The men laughed hard just as Niko passed them. Niko not-so-

accidentally bumped one of them on the arm as he passed them on the
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sidewalk. The men turned and give him the eagle eye, but Niko kept walking
and did not look back.

�

Niko’s best friend in college was not his cousin Gil but a Canadian Indian
woman who also was from an Ojibwe First Nation. Her name was Bug
Irvine and they studied together, ate together, and maybe were on their way
to a long-term romantic relationship. Bug and Niko had heard about a
secretive private student organization sometimes called “Devil Water” but
more often referred to as “The Terrible Tribe.” They did not know the real
name of the organization.

“The Terrible Tribe” was a secret society consisting of current University
students from all around campus. Any student was eligible, but nearly all
members were white, wealthy, and privileged. A healthy percentage of
football players and other elite athletes were invited to become members,
but rarely, if ever, were any of the athletes persons of color. The graduating
students who were members chose, with the groups’ approval, the next
generation of members. Technically, the group did not have a University
Student Senate charter and was not bound by the rules of the regular
student organizations. Alumni, who tended to be extraordinarily wealthy,
funded The Terrible Tribe well. No student member ever had to pay
tuition, costs, or living expenses out of their own pocket—once they
became a member, their entire college experience was free. For most mem-
bers, this meant very little as they were already wealthy. Post-college, no
graduating member of The Terrible Tribe ever had difficulty finding an
excellent job or admission to a highly-ranked graduate or professional
school. During college, members of The Terrible Tribe hosted lavish parties
at private residences off campus or at their headquarters, a small room on
the top floor of the University law library.

The founders of The Terrible Tribe, over a century earlier, had been
the children of wealthy and powerful members of the Great Lakes ship-
ping elite, with their families originating from Chicago, New York, and
Detroit. They had grasped onto American Indian imagery from the very
beginning, as they considered American Indians to be savage and noble
at the same time. They acquired eagle feather headdresses, hunting
tools and weapons, and carved death masks from black-market dealers.
They gave themselves American Indian-sounding nicknames and would
refer to themselves only in their secret “Indian” name while in their
rooms. They held secret proceedings and meetings, wearing leather,
Indian-style chaps, and headdresses. They spoke in faux Indian, pidgin
English. And they drank, took exotic drugs, and performed strange cere-
monies mimicking American Indian cultures. They admitted their first
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African-American member in the 1970s and their first female member in
the early 1990s.

The Terrible Tribe was remarkably successful in hiding their existence
from the regular student body. Any member who spoke in public about
The Terrible Tribe was banished and exorcised from the secret society
community. Social ostracism followed, often causing the denial of
important jobs and connections to members who needed them for
advancement into the commercial and political world. Rumors of The
Terrible Tribe often traveled throughout campus, but the society was
never outed. In 1987, by accident, a member of the University’s Native
American Student Association discovered the continuing existence of
The Terrible Tribe. He worked at the law library as a student intern.
Working late, he followed a drunken Tribe member entering the room at
the top of law library. He witnessed as several Tribe members engaged in
a ritual ceremony mocking American Indian culture and saw that the
society possessed dozens of pieces of Indian artwork and religious arti-
facts from all over the country. With several student activist friends, the
law library intern later broke into The Terrible Tribe’s headquarters and
took pictures of the contents. Many of the religious artifacts had been
stolen from Indian graves and from Indian people. Local police arrested
the students three days after the students occupied the room. All of
them were expelled. Some local activists jumped on the side of the
students, but their actions lost momentum as the University responded
through law school dean Al Killingsworth, who argued that the First
Amendment prohibited the University from shutting down The Terrible
Tribe.2

Outed for the first time, the Terrible Tribe continued to meet, but made
minor and feeble attempts to become part of the community, including
deciding to admit women. But they changed nothing of substance.

The day after hearing the nasty joke about Indians from the men on the
street, Niko and Bug walked along State Street between classes. Niko
remained frustrated about the environment on campus. “I’m sick of The
Terrible Tribe. We have to do something about those people. It’s so offen-
sive. I can’t believe a nice progressive university like this one would harbor
these people.”

“We should find their headquarters and trash the place. Or start a riot
at the law school.”

Bug always made Niko laugh. “You’re awful violent for an Anish-
inaabekwe.”3

“I’m bear clan. What can I say?”
Playing along, Niko said, “We could get the keys from Gil, maybe. He’ll

tell us how to get in.”
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“Can you believe that Gil is actually thinking about joining The Terrible
Tribe? He’s your damn cousin, right?”

“Not anymore. Wait until I tell his auntie Emma. She’s gonna kick his
football-playing butt.”

“Isn’t it weird for them to actually have a real Indian in there with them,
playing tom-toms and all that weirdo crap? Don’t they see the irony?”

“Irony? What’s that?”
“Oh, you know. Indians know all there is to know about irony. Maybe

that’s why Gil’s joining that ludicrous bunch. Hey, if it’s so secret, why
do we know about it? I thought that only Ivy League schools have secret
societies. If Gil can join, why can’t we?”

“We can’t join because we don’t start at tight end and lead the team in
touchdown receptions.”

“I hate sports.”
“It’s a weird world. Gil told me he gets a certain amount of money from

the boosters every time he makes a catch and every time the team wins.”
“No way! That’s cheating right?”
“I guess. The football team’s head coach used to coach in the NFL

and they say that this is the first time he hasn’t had to deal with a
salary cap.”

“Funny.”
“I bet the same people that pay for Gil’s touchdowns pay for that room

at the top of the law school library where they do that Tribe stuff.”

�

Gil had heard a year or so earlier that his long-lost great-uncle Toledo
lived in Detroit in Cass Corridor. He looked up the old man when he had
some free time as a freshman, though he had never met him, and had
become close friends. Toledo had moved away from Lake Matchimanitou
and away from his family decades ago. He lived a simple life in an old
welfare hotel on Henry Street. He had spent some time as a sports bookie
and still made a little spending money by selling hot goods on the street.
And that was what Gil knew about. Toledo was glad to see Gil and would
buy him drinks down at the Park Henry, his local neighborhood bar. Gil
wondered how his coaches would react if they knew he was hanging
around a dirty old uncle who was a known gambler, but every time he
thought about Toledo he would laugh. While the man could only charit-
ably be called something as nice as a scoundrel, he wouldn’t do anything
to hurt Gil. The big black mark on Toledo’s head—and he knew it—was
that he had just disappeared a few decades ago, leaving Gil’s great-aunt
Emma and cousin Parker all alone. Niko was Toledo’s grandson, yet they
barely knew each other.
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“You ever heard of a secret society at the University called ‘The Terrible
Tribe?’ ” Gil asked Toledo on his next visit.

Toledo surprised Gil by laughing out loud. “Yeah,” he said. “I know it.
I helped start it!”

Gil knew that couldn’t be true. The Terrible Tribe had been around for
over a century. “How do you figure?”

“Well, I went to the University for a year or so when I was a kid. You
know, I’m a lot older than I look. I’m almost a hundred years old.”

Gil was aghast. “What?!? Auntie Louise is only about fifty or sixty.”
“Yeah, she’s a young one. Maybe I’m only about ninety. I was born

in 1923.”
“Make that closer to eighty, uncle.”
“Yeah, I know The Terrible Tribe. They asked me to join. They wanted

an Indian to show them how we did it back in the old days. Hell, I
didn’t know what they wanted. They wanted me to be like the Indians in
the movies, like the old war chiefs. If they knew I grew up on a farm in
Antrim County, raising cows and picking apples, they’d have kicked me
out for being a fake Indian. We had a good time. They called me Chief.
Anyway, I was only there a few months before I met Emma and quit
school.”

Gil sighed. “They asked me to join, too. I don’t think I should, but they
say they can guarantee me a future after football. It’s tempting to have that
kind of security. I’ve met some of the old football alumni that went on to
the pros. They’re messed up for life physically and mentally—and they’re
flat broke.”

“Well, I hear that. One thing you have to realize in the outside world is
that no one is going to take care of you unless you take care of yourself.
Maybe back in Lake Matchimanitou or Antrim County you could stay with
your relatives, but out here it’s different. Out here, you can make a life for
yourself. I enjoy this life. But I couldn’t handle it, seeing my relatives every
day. I have to move, to see things, to do things.”

Gil wanted to ask Toledo why he left. Everyone in Lake Matchimanitou
wanted to know the answer to that question. He let it drift. What he had
just heard was probably the most profound statement he’d ever hear out
of Toledo.

�

The local public radio station asked University President Al Killingsworth
to appear to discuss the apparent problem on campus regarding racial and
ethnic hostility. That year, state voters had enacted an amendment to the
state constitution that banned affirmative action in a manner similar to
amendments enacted by California in 1997 and Washington state in 2000.4
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The number of race-related incidents of violence and harassment had
increased twofold over the previous years. While nothing happened that
could be considered a flashpoint, everyone expected something big to
happen.

“Well, every great and large university goes through these things,”
President Killingsworth said on the radio. “It’s unfortunate, but we’ve
made a serious commitment to having students of all races, ethnicities,
socioeconomic backgrounds, and other indicators of diversity on campus.
It’s no longer the University of the 1950s and before, where white male
students were almost the exclusive demographic on campus. Different
viewpoints and experiences are an absolute must at this campus and any
other that takes itself seriously. When I attended the University, it was a
different place. It’s a much stronger educational experience for this gener-
ation than mine. And, frankly, it’s a better experience than any generation
before it. Each generation of diversity builds upon itself to create a more
enriching scholarly environment. We had growing pains and are working
toward solving those problems. No educational experience is successful
where some students—no matter how many or how few—do not feel
welcome.”

The radio interviewer asked, “How does the amendment banning
affirmative action affect you.”

President Killingsworth sighed. “It’s not helpful. The faculty here are
firm believers that the University’s choice to adopt affirmative action plans
to increase student diversity was absolutely necessary for the reasons I
stated. We believed it was a question of academic freedom as well, one of
the reasons the law school’s affirmative action policy was upheld by the
Supreme Court. It appears that the state ban on affirmative action has
actually made things much worse. One argument against affirmative
action was that it placed a badge of inferiority on students of color. I
never bought that argument personally, but I do believe that the ban on
affirmative action has given an excuse and a cover for racially intolerant
individuals to harass or otherwise victimize some students of color.”

“Powerful words. Thank you for your time.”

�

Niko participated in the university’s Native American Student Association,
which met about once a month. The Association, sometimes called NASA,
was the lead planner and organizer of the annual university powwow, one
of the biggest indoor powwows in the country. Niko was more interested in
the social aspects of the group, sitting and talking with other Indian people
who were students. They would discuss ongoing concerns over the racial
environment of the university, what classes would be good to take or to
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avoid, and so on. NASA had been following the ongoing question of The
Terrible Tribe, the only student organization on campus that opposed its
existence. Many years earlier, members of NASA had been part of a mili-
tant group that had physically occupied the space loaned by the university
to The Terrible Tribe. While the action brought attention to the existence
of the secret society, the university did nothing to alleviate the harm caused
by the existence of The Terrible Tribe to the American Indian students on
campus or to the Indian community in general. The university instead
expelled several of the NASA students who participated in the occupation.
The one major change in the situation was that The Terrible Tribe began
to take pains to justify itself as a charitable and useful student group, one
that “honored” Indian people. Generations of NASA students had passed
through the university since that time, but none of them bought into the
new justifications for the existence of The Terrible Tribe.

The group met in the basement of East Quad, a dorm near to where
many of the NASA students lived off campus. Nine Indians in addition to
Niko and Bug sat around the room talking and looking serious. They ate
fry bread and Indian tacos prepared by some of the NASA members that
lived off campus. The meeting was one of the last planning meetings
before the annual powwow, and most of the discussion would focus on the
last-minute issues that had arisen.

Bernie Garrison, the president of NASA and an engineering student,
called the meeting to order after everyone had a bite to eat. “As many of
you know, the powwow was relatively successful last year in terms of hard
dollars. We actually made a tidy profit. I wish we could invest the proceeds
productively.”

“Let’s do something else,” Niko said, interjecting his opinion for the
first time since he had begun attending the meetings. “I’ve been here three
years now and we always do powwow stuff. It’s like NASA is known for
nothing but powwows, like it’s a business.”

Bernie looked at Niko with something approaching contempt.
But Niko continued: “We should do some activist stuff. Direct action.

Floating somewhere around here on campus is that stupid secret society,
The Terrible Tribe. We should protest them and use the powwow to high-
light what they’re doing. Let’s print some leaflets about what a stinking
fraud they are. Maybe have a bonfire outside the law school library. We
know they still have their office up there.”

Bernie, not used to a dissenting voice in the group, snorted. “Well,
Niko, the funds are low and I doubt that the law school would let us set
fire to their precious courtyard. Let’s try to think of something legal,
shall we?”

“What about inviting some speakers to the powwow? Holding a talk
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somewhere. That would be cheap and it shouldn’t be any problem.” Niko
appealed to the group with his hands and his eyes, but no one said any-
thing. “What about a fundraiser-type thing? A casino night maybe? They
do it in the dorms all the time. If we get some money, maybe we can get
John Trudell or somebody to come and talk.” Niko looked around, again
appealing to the other NASA members, but none of them stepped up to
support his ideas. Most of them looked downright bored and uninterested.
It was too close to the powwow to change gears.

The next day, Bug and Niko sat in a coffee shop near campus, drinking
coffee and studying. Bug, reading the student paper, saw something inter-
esting and tapped Niko on the arm to get his attention. It was an article
about The Terrible Tribe.

“Niko, listen to this. It says here that, in 1997, a bunch of Native American
students broke into and occupied the floor in the student services building
where The Terrible Tribe used to meet. They occupied the floor for two
weeks and received a lot of positive press attention, but, ultimately, they
were arrested and kicked out the school.”

“Yeah, I heard about that.”
“Apparently, the dean of the law school back then was a former member

of The Terrible Tribe. He defended them in the press and everything,
arguing that they had a First Amendment right. That’s the guy who’s
president of the University now.”

“Killingsworth?”
“He and some other law professors wrote articles and letters to the

editors to the student newspaper back then talking about how the people
that belonged to the secret societies gave a ton of money to the university
and they were entitled to certain benefits of gift-giving. They said they
were protected by the freedom of speech and freedom of association.
Funding a secret society and giving public space to them was a small
price to pay for the big bucks that the prestigious alumni bring to the
school.”

“They’re paying for the right to act like racist schoolchildren in our
spaces, using our money and our school.”

Talking in public, Bug and Niko didn’t notice the young woman listen-
ing to them. After the last comment Bug made, she interrupted them.
“Excuse me, but you two don’t have any idea what you’re talking about.
There’s absolutely nothing wrong with The Terrible Tribe. I’m a member.
Lindsay King. And that whole occupation thing was just some people
trying to get attention. They weren’t even Native Americans, just some lazy
students who were failing out of their classes. Some of them weren’t even
Michigan students. You Indians don’t have a clue about your own culture,
so you bad-mouth a legitimate organization.”
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Bug responded with gravity that Niko rarely saw from his friend. “I
don’t think you know what you’re talking about.”

“The fact is that we at The Terrible Tribe have a very hard job. We have
so many responsibilities to charities and to our schoolwork, to the alumni,
to the school. Really, we’re the hardest-working students in the whole
university. And we have nothing but total deference and respect to Native
American traditions and customs. Our respect for those traditions and for
Native heritage is the reason the society exists, it’s the reason we chose to
follow the teachings of all Native nations. And we follow Native teachings
very carefully. In fact, we adhere more closely to true Native traditions than
most Native Americans on the reservation. They’re all about hip-hop
and rap music and gang culture now anyway. We’re the last real Native
Americans.”

Bug could see that the conversation would go nowhere. “I’m afraid we’ll
have to walk away from this conversation right about now.”

Niko couldn’t resist one last comment. “Well, you’re probably the most
ignorant person I’ve ever met and I’ve been to more than a few profes-
sional wrestling matches and tractor pulls.”

“See?” Lindsay said. “You prove my point. You’re Native right?”
“I’m Lake Matchimanitou Band Ottawa,” Niko said.
“See? What is that? It’s a federally created, artificial tribe. It doesn’t

mean anything. You’re assimilated. You go to redneck tractor pulls and
watch wrestling. I spend more time cherishing tribal traditions and heritage
in a week than you do all year.”

Niko tried to interrupt. “Listen, lady . . . .”
“No, you listen, pal. You attack my group, the group that I worked for,

the group I treasure, because of some vague feeling that your culture is
being trashed. First of all, that’s not true. Second, you probably don’t
even know your own culture as well as I do. Face it, you’re not even real
Indians.”

With that, Lindsay King stood up and left the coffee shop.
“What just happened?” Bug said.
Niko frowned. “I think it was a declaration of war.”

�

Gil and Lincoln were at a loud and drunken frat house party with
dozens of football players, other assorted athletes, many beautiful women,
and preppie fraternity and sorority members, topped by overwhelming,
screeching pop music, dancing, bright lights, and trash everywhere. Lincoln
approached Gil through the bedlam. “Have you made your decision yet,
my friend?” he yelled into Gil’s ear.

“Not yet,” Gil yelled back.
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Lincoln led Gil outside to the porch where they can speak at a normal
volume. “What?”

“Still thinking about it, Lincoln.” Gil had been dreading the conversa-
tion. He had never been so conflicted in his life. Every person in the house
they just left would advise him to join The Terrible Tribe, just as they’d do
the same if given the chance. Gil believed that his membership in The
Terrible Tribe would be the best thing for his football career and, later, his
professional career. But he wondered about his soul, his personhood as an
Indian, an Anishinaabe.

Lincoln pressed him. “Well, one of our members is leaving and we have
a spot open, but for only a short period of time. Others will step up to fill
the void if you do not, Ogema.”

Gil sighed. He had already had too much to drink and knew he shouldn’t
be making decisions right then. “I know, but it’s a big commitment. The
responsibilities are enormous.” He wasn’t worried about responsibilities.
He was trying to delay.

Lincoln smiled. “You sound like a true Tribal Member, my friend. The
responsibilities are indeed enormous, but the advantages are colossal.”

Gil nodded, hoping Lincoln would leave him alone.
“Ogema, I think you are definitely one of the top twenty-five people in

this whole university. We all do. It’s unanimous. Join us.”
“Lincoln, I’m not really sure I want to do this. Some people would say

I’m an apple, red on the outside and white on the inside.”
“That, my friend, is pure racist crap. It doesn’t matter how much blood

Indian you are, it only matters that you are with us.”
“Some people say I’d just be a token Indian. A house Indian. An apple.”

Gil knew he was repeating himself, even whining.
“Be a man, goddammit! When are you going to stop talking crap?

Join us!”
Gil was beaten. “What if I just think your little parties are stupid?” He

was slurring his speech now.
Lincoln knew he had won. He laughed with good cheer. “Well, they are.

So what? We have fun and we do good work. These are old arguments, my
friend. We all go through this thought process.”

It sounded good to Gil by that time. “Okay. I’m in. I’ll do it.”
“You have just made the most important decision of your entire life. It

is a decision you will never regret, not for a moment. Welcome to The
Terrible Tribe, Number 25. Welcome.”

“Thank you, Lincoln.”

�

Bug worked at the front desk at one of the university dorms on central
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campus for extra money. During weekend days, she’d be reading a novel
for class, hunched over the desk, eyes glued to the book. There would
be very little student body traffic in the lobby area and it would be
quiet. On one of these days, she thought she heard a slight scraping
sound and looked up, but then realized it was nothing and returned to
her book.

Niko had been sneaking around the desk, crouching low in front of the
counter. He leapt up and screamed bloody murder.

“You bastard, Niko!” Bug screamed.
Niko laughed from down deep. There weren’t enough laughs going

around at that time. It was a dark time for the American Indian students
on campus. As The Terrible Tribe began to become better known on cam-
pus and less of a secret society, students and some faculty applauded their
actions as citizens and as “Indians.” On the other hand, the American
Indian students knew the organization was a complete fraud.

“You scared the hell out of me. What are you trying to do? Kill me?”
“Maybe. Listen to this one. I talked to Gil the other day. He’s accepted an

invitation to join The Terrible Tribe.”
“He actually did it. I don’t believe it.”
Nike sighed. “Yeah. I don’t, either. He’s always been sort of a punk. He

never hung out with the skins in Northport High. Everyone always said he
was stuck up and acted like he was better. I told them off, but now I’m
not so sure. I mean, you look at the guy now and, apart from the last name,
you wouldn’t know. I think we should do something. Maybe expose The
Terrible Tribe for what they are.”

“Well, if it’s true, it will humiliate Gil, don’t you think? Whatever
we do?”

“What I think is that he’s already humiliated our whole family and even
our tribe by lining up with the bad guys. People are going to think he’s a
Benedict Arnold Custer now.”

“I can’t believe what’s going on. I just thought it was funny when he said
they were recruiting him. I hoped he was joking.”

“Well, it’s not funny anymore. Not to me.”
Bug seemed thoughtful for a moment. “You know what I’ve been seeing

on campus lately? A division between us, us Indians. I mean, there’s the so-
called ‘real Indians,’ the Indians who participate in NASA, work on the
powwow planning committee, enroll in the classes on American Indian
history, literature, religion, and so on. We all know who we are. And then
there are the Indian students who don’t really do much of that. Maybe a
little bit here and there. They do their own thing, away from the rest of us
for whatever reason. Maybe we didn’t reach out to them.”

“You mean boxcheckers?”
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“No, that’s a whole separate category and I don’t even want to go there.
I guess I’m thinking about Gil. He just does the football player thing.
And then there are some people in ROTC I know of. They don’t hang out
with us.”

Niko felt a little defensive. He didn’t like where Bug was headed. “Well,
Gil is busy, too busy to do the NASA stuff.”

“Exactly, Niko. That’s part of my point. It doesn’t make him any less of
an Indian to play football or to do ROTC or whatever. They’ve made that
choice. My point is that I’m worried about this division that has sprung up
or is springing up between ‘us and them.’ ”

Niko nodded. “With my cousin Gil as the embodiment of ‘them?’ ”
“Yeah. We’re splitting down the middle and I don’t like it.”
They were silent for a bit, thinking over their dilemmas. Finally, Niko

spoke. “I talked to Bryan Montana,” he said. “About helping us with The
Terrible Tribe. He’s going to ask the GTB tribal council for permission to
represent us in our case against The Terrible Tribe. He says we shouldn’t
sue right away in federal court. There’s a way to get The Terrible Tribe
decertified or derecognized or something by the regents. That would shut
them down. If nothing else, Bryan says the testimony and evidence we use
will discredit The Terrible Tribe forever.”

Bug nodded. “That’s going to hurt,” she said.
Niko knew it, too. The backlash against the American Indian students

would be fierce. He remembered bumping into student sports fans on the
street a few months earlier. It would get a lot worse than that. “You still
want to be my co-plaintiff? There’s a Board of Regents meeting next
month.”

“Why the Board of Regents? Can’t we just complain to the University
Student Senate? Don’t they have to certify or recognize every student
organization?”

“Bryan asked that, too. The problem is that The Terrible Tribe isn’t a
recognized student organization. They have special, long-standing per-
mission to exist and use University facilities. So, can you stand up to the
regents?”

“Count me in.”

�

Niko decided to visit Gil to try to talk him out of joining The Terrible
Tribe. Gil played video games, ignoring his cousin. Niko pestered him like
he always did.

“What would your Gram say?”
“Nothing. She don’t need to know nothing about it.”
“What about Mariana? What about your mom, huh?”
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Gil grunted in the way he sued to threaten his cousin. “Don’t talk about
my mom.”

“Sorry, man. I shouldn’t have said anything.” Gil knew it was a sore
subject. Mariana had left Lake Matchimanitou right after Gil had been
born.

“I wonder where she is now. She could be anywhere. She could be dead.”
“No way, Gillie. She’s not dead. We’d know it. She’s out there, making it,

raising hell when she has to.”
“She’s been gone a long time, almost seventeen years. What if I see her

and I don’t recognize her?”
Niko looked down and nodded. There was nothing he could say.

�

A Detroit radio show personality, Eddie Smith, interviewed former Michi-
gan attorney general James Stone. “Last question. Mr. Stone, in the past
you’ve taken a hard stand against the University’s affirmative action pro-
gram. You’ve called the liberal arts curriculum ‘weak’ and you’ve also
argued that the university has given tenure to too many radical academics.
In short, you’ve argued that the university creates graduates that are a
‘menace’ to democracy.”

“Well, Eddie, I have made those arguments and the current situation
clearly backs up my contentions. The legislature threatened to withhold
funds from the University if it didn’t clean up its act. Fortunately, we have
a much stronger university president in Al Killingsworth. He’s not going
to stand for the wishywashiness of the university of the 1990s. It’s a new
century, a new golden age.”

“Thanks for speaking with our listeners, Mr. Stone, and good luck in the
election. We’re all right there with you.”

“No, thank you for having me.”
The attorney general left the room as the show ended, but Eddie con-

tinued to talk. “We have a few more minutes before Sex Talk with Jo-Jo
Madigan and I’d like to make a few comments. Why doesn’t anyone see it
but me and Attorney General Stone? The FBI and ATF agents are right
there at our door. They’re going to bust in and when they do, they’re going
to face my illegally obtained AK-47 and my illegally obtained MPK3. You
wanna know why they’re illegally obtained? Because those pansy idiots in
Congress give in to the special interests. Those gun-control laws are rob-
bing us of our freedom, our protection. There’s nothing scarier these days
than living in 21st-century America and being unarmed. There’s terrorists
out there. Every stinking little punk is armed. Armed to the teeth. They got
guns and they aren’t afraid to use them. They run the streets. They provide
law and order. You think the police have control? Guess again. They’ve
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been weak ever since Miranda was handed down, forced down our throats
by nine old men in Washington D.C. Nine old men who make rules we
shouldn’t have to deal with but are forced to. Okay, now seven old men and
two old ladies. Might as well be an afternoon tea party for the Daughters of
the American Revolution or the League of Women Voters or, worse, the
Suffragettes’ Club. Pathetic. Congress does nothing. The President is a
weakling. And the Supreme Court and the United Nations are left to run
the country as they see fit. I don’t know what to do anymore. The Second
Amendment is basically gone. We don’t have the right to protect ourselves.
The gangs have ’em. The feds have ’em. The cops have ’em. But I’m not
allowed. It’s like we’re playing a game and everyone else has all the
cards. Life isn’t a game for us Americans, but we’re being played hard,
like suckers.

“Well, that’s it for the Second Amendment. Ever heard of the First
Amendment? Well, that’s going by the wayside, too. I’m not a religious
freak, a Jesus freak, but I believe in God. I’m a Christian man. Why is it that
my children can’t pray in school? Why is it that my children have to watch
while some fascist punk burns the flag? Why can’t my children say the
Pledge of Allegiance? Why is that people like that feminazi from the
University of Michigan run this country, telling us taxpayers that we
should be forbidden to purchase pornographic magazines? I’m not for
porn, believe me, but I’m not for censorship, either. Sometimes, I wanna
just throttle those women that decide my taste for me. People like Hillary
Clinton and Tipper Gore make me sick.

“And another thing. I used to be proud of the university. I grew up in
Ann Arbor, listening to football games, going to the hockey games when
hockey wasn’t so big, sitting in the bleachers like a true fan, not some
bandwagon fan. Now I look at the university and all I see is liberal bullcrap.
It’s common knowledge the U discriminates against whites. It’s legal
because they call it affirmative action. I know white students are sick of
taking classes with affirmative action babies. They only got in because
they’re Black or something. White students worked hard to get in. They
didn’t have it handed to them.

“Well, I better sign off before the Man shuts me down again. See you
next week right here, same time, same station. Sex Talk with Jo-Jo coming
right up after these messages.”

�

The Terrible Tribe admitted Gil into their membership on a Sunday. Gil
stood in the center of the room at the top of the law school decorated with
Indian art and Indian artifacts where The Tribe gathered. Several others
were present, including university President Killingsworth, Federal District
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Court Judge James Frieder, Michigan Attorney General James Stone,
Lincoln Grail, and the other current members of The Terrible Tribe. Gil felt
uncomfortable and wanted someone to tell him it was all a mistake, it
would be okay if he walked out right then, and no one would judge him.
He noticed when he entered the room that every member of The Terrible
Tribe was white and that Lindsay King was the only woman in the room.
Instead, Lincoln approached him and shook his hand with what Gil felt
was like a death grip.

“Number 25, meet Chief Longfellow,” Lincoln said with exaggerated
gravity.

Judge Frieder was the man known as Chief Longfellow. He was short
and balding, with white hair, wearing an expensive suit. He chuckled as
his “Indian” name was spoken. “Hello there, young man. Welcome to The
Terrible Tribe. We’ve been watching you. We usually pick from the incom-
ing freshman and first-year graduate students, but you’ve grown as a per-
son in ways we never expected. It doesn’t hurt that you’re the best tight end
in the Big Ten. Maybe the country.”

Gil mumbled, “Thank you, sir.”
“No, don’t thank me. We’re all equals here. Just call me Longfellow.” He

chuckled again. “I still love that name.”
Lincoln led Gil toward the attorney general, James Stone. “Meet Giant

Buffalo.”
“Nice to meetcha.”
Stone laughed out loud. He had been drinking for an hour. “Why don’t

you relax, Number 25? This is a fun gathering. We’re your people now.
You’re one of us, so settle down.”

Gil nodded. Lincoln introduced him to each person in the group while
Gil felt a large stone sink inside his belly, going deeper and deeper into his
inner being. He was sick in every way. Eventually, Lincoln walked to the
center of the room and clapped his hands for attention.

“Okay. Attention Tribe Members. We have a special inductee today and
he’s due for a naming ceremony. You all know Number 25 already, so let’s
begin. As you know, the rules state that only alumni and top five current
Tribe Members may participate in the naming ceremony. Let’s begin.
Number 2?”

Number 2 was a member of the varsity swimming team, tall and skinny.
“Thanks, Number 1. I looked up Ogema in the Ojibwe dictionary and it
means chief, so if we called him Chief Ogema, we’d look pretty foolish.
Besides, we have enough chiefs already, right Longfellow? So, how about
Strong Thigh?”

The rest of the room grunted like savage Indians. It was unanimous and
no one else had any other suggestions. Gil hated his new Indian name, but
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he stayed for the remainder of the party. By the end, after several cocktails,
Gil felt comfortable. He felt like he knew these people. They seemed to be
the kind of people that would take care of him.

Before the University Board of Regents Student Affairs Committee

Al Killingsworth: Attention! The University Board of Regents Stu-
dent Affairs Committee is now in session. I am Al
Killingsworth, President of the University and ex
officio member of the Committee. I will be presid-
ing over this meeting. Will the other Committee
members introduce themselves?

Linda Fisher Dietrich: Regent Linda Fisher Dietrich, chair of the Student
Affairs Committee. Democratic Party.

Elton Maynard: Regent Elton Maynard, vice-chair. Republican from
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Anthony Patriarche: Regent Anthony Patriarche, Democrat.
Al Killingsworth: Thank you. We have scheduled a special session of

the Student Affairs Committee to address the con-
cerns of two students and one Indian tribe about a
student club known as “The Terrible Tribe.” The
proper, secret name of the club will not be spoken
at this meeting. For purposes of full disclosure, I
announce that I am an alumnus of this esteemed
club. While a student here in my youth, I was a
leader in this club. Since I am not a voting mem-
ber of this Committee, I will continue to preside
over the Committee while these proceedings are
ongoing. Further, given that these proceedings
involve current students, this meeting is closed to
the public and the records will be kept confidential
under state law.

Let’s proceed to the sole agenda item. Will
Mr. Niko Roberts and Ms. Bug Irvine please rise
and introduce themselves?

Niko Roberts: I am Niko Roberts. I also have an Indian name that
I dare not utter in these proceedings, one given to
me by my great-grandmother Louise Roberts. I am
a member of the Lake Matchimanitou Band of
Ottawa Indians and I denounce this secret society.
President Killingsworth, you should be ashamed of
yourself.
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Al Killingsworth: That’s enough of that. One more outburst and this
meeting is over. Next?

Bug Irvine: My name is Eliza Irvine.
Bryan Montana: My name is Bryan Montana. I am General Counsel

to the Lake Matchimanitou Band of Ottawa Indians
Tribal Council. The Tribal Council has asked me to
appear on behalf of Mr. Roberts and Ms. Irvine
in this proceeding. Also, I am a graduate of this
University’s law school and a proud alumnus. I
first would like to request that these proceedings
not be kept confidential. Neither of the two stu-
dents petitioned to keep the proceedings confiden-
tial. No individual student members of the student
organization have sought confidentiality. In fact, as
far as I can tell, none of them is present here today.
I believe that under the Michigan Open Meetings
Act that meetings of this Committee must be open
to the public.

Moreover, given that the presiding member of
this Committee carries with him, as a member of
The Terrible Tribe, a conflict of interest, not to
excuse him at this point amounts to turning this
entire meeting into a sham. The student petitions
cannot hope to have any semblance of neutrality
from this body with such an obvious conflict. We
move to excuse President Killingsworth.

Al Killingsworth: Unless the Committee votes to open the meeting, I
am going to deny those requests, Mr. Montana. I
have already spoken about my former membership
in the club. None of the Committee members
appear to have a problem with it. So we will
continue as planned.

I believe that the accusations made in the peti-
tion from Mr. Roberts and Ms. Irvine, which I
assume you drafted, Mr. Montana, include suffi-
ciently private and confidential information about
a large number of students. In fact, one could
argue that the very assertion that a student is
a member of The Terrible Tribe is sufficient to
render these proceedings exempt from the Open
Meetings Act.

Any comments from the Committee?
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Linda Fisher Dietrich: I would vote to open the meeting and to excuse the
President. These proceedings are very important
as a public matter. Mr. Montana’s objections are
well taken.

Al Killingsworth: Any other comments? No? Then the proceedings
shall remain confidential and I will continue to act
as the presiding officer. We are therefore in execu-
tive session. I understand that The Terrible Tribe
will be informally represented by Mr. James Stone,
the attorney general of our fine State. Mr. Stone?

James Stone: Thank you, President Killingsworth, members of
the Committee. You are correct when you say,
“informally.” I am appearing as a fellow alumnus
of the club. There are no resources for this particu-
lar club to hire counsel to defend itself from these
baseless accusations. I have agreed to donate some
of my time to stand in their defense.

Al Killingsworth: Very well, Your Honor. Well, Mr. Montana, do you
have a presentation to make?

Bryan Montana: Yes, Mr. President and members of the Committee.
Thank you.

Upon information and belief, The Terrible Tribe
is a secret society housed at the University law
school on the top floor of the law library. The mem-
bers of this secret society include twenty-five of the
so-called top students currently enrolled at the Uni-
versity. Alumni of this secret society retain certain
privileges, as you well know President Killings-
worth. I’m sure that Mr. Stone can also elaborate.

The Terrible Tribe has a long, documented his-
tory of “playing Indian.” Members dress up as
they stereotypically believed Indians dressed, with
eagle-feather headdresses, face paint, and the like.
Members act like they stereotypically believed
Indians acted, what with the “whooping” and
“hey-ya” and other phrasing and way of speaking.
Members perform rituals and act out scenes as
they stereotypically assumed Indians behaved. It
bears noting that none of these behaviors was an
accurate representation of any Indian community
that ever existed, and in fact The Terrible Tribe’s
actions appeared to be sad mimicry of television
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or movie Indians. It also bears noting that nothing
The Terrible Tribe offered and continues to offer
serves any value to the community whatsoever.
Not to the student body, not to the faculty, not the
University community at large, not to the local
community, not to the State, and, certainly, most
certainly, not to any Indian person or tribal com-
munity. Never.

James Stone: Objection. I can’t stand by and listen to this flat-
out slander.

Al Killingsworth: Agreed, but we have to listen to Mr. Montana
anyway.

Bryan Montana: On that note, I urge this Committee to reconsider
its ongoing decision to allow President Killings-
worth to preside over this meeting.

Al Killingsworth: Save your speeches, Mr. Montana. I’ll repeat that I
am not a voting member and your clients haven’t
been prejudiced in any way by my presence. The
Committee can make up its own mind. I’m here
merely to facilitate this meeting.

Bryan Montana: So be it.
The Terrible Tribe’s existence as a secret society

on campus has largely been ignored throughout its
history. The oaths of anonymity to which each
member swears have been effective in preventing
its discovery, for the most part. But The Terrible
Tribe occupies space on campus that is extraordin-
arily generous. I’m speaking, of course, to the
space on the top floor of the law library. The law
library itself is a valuable property, one of the old-
est buildings on campus, surrounded by beautiful
trees, foliage, and history. It is haunted by the
ghosts of several United States and Michigan Sup-
reme Court Justices, not to mention the dozens of
famous and influential law professors that have
made their careers inside the building. And, pre-
siding over all of that, ironically perhaps, is The
Terrible Tribe.

Upon information and belief, most of the white,
male law professors who were themselves Uni-
versity law school graduates were members of The
Terrible Tribe. Football and hockey coaches and
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players, overwhelmingly if not exclusively white,
were and are members. People in this room were
and are members. One former President of the
United States was a member. And to think that,
for fun, for no useful purpose whatsoever, these
respected and influential men, almost all of whom
were and are white, would meet in secret to dress
up and act like Indians.

Imagine.
I will turn next to the pressing concerns of

my clients at this time. The mere existence of The
Terrible Tribe is offensive enough. But let us focus
on more objective factors that compelled my cli-
ents to petition this Committee. There exists on
campus a serious problem that The Terrible Tribe
contributes to every single day. For American
Indian students, it is all but impossible to succeed
at this University. The climate of hostility against
and ignorance of American Indian people has ren-
dered this campus a hostile educational environ-
ment. We have two courageous American Indian
students that have experienced incredible oppres-
sion and hostility from scores of non-Indian stu-
dents. We contend that the presence of The Terrible
Tribe is a powerful and perhaps exclusive source of
this ongoing hostility.

Niko Roberts is ready to testify about the ver-
bal taunts and physical intimidation he regularly
experiences from non-Indian students. He will
testify that the intimidation he experiences is laced
with references by these non-Indian students. Of
course, he cannot testify that the students who
engage in this behavior are actually members of
The Terrible Tribe, but, on at least one occasion,
the student who engaged in this act represented
herself as a member of that group.

James Stone: Wait one minute. We never discussed taking testi-
mony. I am certainly not prepared to hear actual
testimony. We’ve done no discovery to this point
and I had no idea until this moment what the
witnesses, if any, would testify to. Moreover, there
are no opposing witnesses, nor time to prepare any.
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Not that I would want to subject any of the stu-
dents to the sure-to-be savage cross-examination
of Mr. Montana.

Bryan Montana: I strenuously object to your characterization, sir!
Al Killingsworth: Enough! I agree with Mr. Stone. Mr. Montana, the

Committee isn’t here to take testimony at this
time. My understanding is that the Committee will
hear the basic arguments of the parties and then
deliberate as to how to proceed. This is, after all,
a unique situation. The Committee could, for
example, agree to include the entire Board of
Regents in a full evidentiary hearing. It could be
wasteful to everyone’s time to conduct a hearing
here. Plus, we don’t even have a court reporter.
Committee members?

Anthony Patriarche: I’m unwilling to hear testimony at this time.
Elton Maynard: Same here, for the reasons suggested by Mr. Stone

and President Killingsworth.
Linda Fisher Dietrich: I disagree completely. These students have a right

to be heard. In fact, I believed going into this
meeting that was the whole purpose.

James Stone: Well, Madam Chairman, begging your pardon, but
they are represented by counsel.

Linda Fisher Dietrich: Well, I’m one for hearing it from the horse’s
mouth.

Bryan Montana: I understand that this Committee has often heard
testimony from students and many others in dis-
putes in which this Committee has jurisdiction. I
don’t see why this situation is different, other than
the apparent need for Mr. Stone and The Terrible
Tribe to silence any opposing viewpoints.

Linda Fisher Dietrich: I completely agree Mr. Montana. I would vote to
allow these students to testify. But, seeing as I’m
being voted down two to one on everything here, I
see there’s no point.

Al Killingsworth: Mr. Montana, please proceed.
Bryan Montana: Okay, then. To continue. Ms. Irvine would testify

—if this Committee would allow it—as to several
incidents she has witnessed as well as the general
mood of American Indian students here on cam-
pus. In short, their testimony is powerful but, as of
yet, silenced.
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To conclude, there is a disease on this campus
that infects the air around all American Indian
students on campus. Each of them must deal with
the very fact of The Terrible Tribe, that students
they see on campus could be members of The
Tribe who play Indian and mock their culture and
ancestors. Each of them must then deal with other
students that mock them for being mocked by
The Terrible Tribe, or, perversely, mock them for
speaking out against The Terrible Tribe. A cancer
spreads on this campus and it is The Terrible Tribe.
My clients respectfully ask that this Committee
take action to force the University to stop support-
ing and subsidizing this deeply offensive, racially
hurtful, and disgusting student organization.

Al Killingsworth: Okay, Mr. Stone?
James Stone: Imagine, if you will, a small organization of Uni-

versity students that meets every week to discuss
the means of converting other students to their
ways of worshipping God. They accept no Uni-
versity funding, they have no attachment to the
University at all other than the fact that they meet
on campus at East Quad and are students. If
President Killingsworth, or this Committee, or the
Regents order the East Quad administrator to re-
fuse to allow this group to meet, what would we
have? Well, there would be a clear First Amend-
ment violation because the University would be
rejecting the group because of its religion. Sure, it’s
possible the group offends other students, espe-
cially if they keep attempting to convert other stu-
dents to their religion. But the University cannot
do anything to stop them, unless they violate Uni-
versity rules.

What if the group wasn’t religious, but merely
political? I know East Quad allows members of a
student Trotskyist group to meet periodically. I
find that offensive, personally, but I do not even
try to advocate against their meetings because I
respect the First Amendment freedom of speech
and freedom of association. What if the group
were white supremacists? Maybe that’s a closer
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question, but the First Amendment is the First
Amendment. I’m not an absolutist, but I don’t
believe this is the place to draw that particular line.
If we merely object to a certain point of view, we
cannot crush that point of view through the actions
of government and this University.

So you see, easily, why The Terrible Tribe is
protected by the First Amendment, as President
Killingsworth so ably argued years ago as Dean of
the law school. Frankly, it’s not even a close ques-
tion. Even if Mr. Montana and his clients could
prove by a preponderance of the evidence that
The Terrible Tribe is contributing to a hostile edu-
cational environment or even that there is a hostile
educational environment—and I most sincerely
doubt that they can garner much evidence other
than their own subjective and irresponsible
testimony—there is still the question of the First
Amendment. Above all else, this Committee must
respect the First Amendment.

I would offer one last point. You have before
you two students who allege that they speak for
the entire American Indian student community.
As you know, the University’s founding was
predicated, in part, on a continuing moral obliga-
tion of the State and the University to educate
Michigan Indians on an equal basis as white stu-
dents. As Mr. Roberts no doubt is aware, he is the
most recent of several generations of American
Indian students from his own family to have
attended the University, dating back at least to
the first decade of the 20th century. That’s an
impressive achievement and shows without a
doubt that the University is and always has been a
place for American Indian students to succeed.
What would Mr. Roberts’ family say about these
allegations? Eh?

Bryan Montana: Objection! There’s no reason to taunt the students
who are appearing before this Committee, Mr.
Stone. You’re the Attorney General of the State of
Michigan and I’ve never seen such ridiculous con-
duct. First you imply these students are savages
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and now you attack their credibility without even
hearing testimony from them. Disgraceful, sir.

Al Killingsworth: That’s enough, Mr. Montana! Anything further,
Mr. Stone?

James Stone: I was about to rest, until Mr. Montana’s outburst
compels me to raise one final point. I did research
about the history of Michigan Indians in prepar-
ing for this meeting. The history is remarkable.
Michigan Indian tribes were some of the first
communities exposed to something known in
Indian law and policy as “allotment.” Allotment, if
you’re unaware, is the federal process of splitting up
tribal reservation communities by forcing Native
Americans to give up their tribal land ownership
and land use patterns and instead adopt Anglo
ownership rules. The United States imposed this
policy on most tribal communities after 1887, but
the 1855 treaties in Michigan had allotment writ-
ten into them. Going back even further, many
Michigan Indians were granted citizenship in 1836,
almost a century before most Native Americans
outside of Michigan. All of this was done, of
course, for purposes of destroying tribal cultures
and assimilating Indians into the greater body pol-
itic. It’s a terrible legacy, I suppose. At least, that’s
what the academy would have us believe. But I
see these Native American tribes up north doing
pretty well for themselves. They have greater fish-
ing rights than regular Michigan citizens, they
have greater rights to casino income, and they
have tax immunities. And they have the Michigan
Indian Tuition Waiver, so they don’t even pay for
college like regular citizens. The fact that they have
highly qualified legal counsel to stand up for them
is a testament to the fact that discrimination against
Indian people is a thing of the past.

My point is this. These students assert that they
are being injured by the mere existence of The
Terrible Tribe. Frankly, I don’t see it. The crypto-
fascist political correctness movement forced The
Terrible Tribe underground decades ago. If any-
one’s being persecuted, it’s the twenty-five best
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students on campus! Think about what it is exactly
that these Native American students are missing
or losing. It’s already been lost! Generations ago!
They don’t speak the language of their ancestors
and they don’t like the way their ancestors did.
The Terrible Tribe cannot take away what isn’t
there. These students are just free-riders, pure and
simple. Their sad reliance on ancient treaties and
old laws is a joke. With any luck, there won’t be
Indian tribes in the next twenty-five years.

I rest.
Al Killingsworth: Mr. Montana? You have a couple minutes for

rebuttal, I suppose.
Bryan Montana: Thank you. I’d like to begin by reminding the

Committee that Indian people have been hearing
these same, tired arguments from all quarters for
hundreds of years now. Assimilation and even
extinction had long been the policy of the United
States from the 18th century on. The Framers of
the Republic wrote it all down in their journals
and public papers, papers we now use to interpret
the Constitution. In fact, Mr. Stone and conserva-
tive commentators use these same papers to argue
that affirmative action and anything benefiting
minority people was unconstitutional. It’s called
“originalism,” a theory that the U.S. Constitution
should only be interpreted the way that the people
of the United States in 1789 would have under-
stood its provisions. The way one finds the original
meaning is to meander through the public papers
of the Framers to see what they meant. Old papers
and letters and drafts and other documents that
probably were never meant to see the light of
day. Mr. Stone is a huge proponent of this view,
relying upon old papers and ancient law-makers.
And yet he makes the argument that the old papers
and ancient laws relating to American Indians and
tribes shouldn’t apply any more. What hypocrisy.

You see, what happened is this. Congress decided
to stop actively trying to assimilate and extermin-
ate tribe political structures in the 1970s. They
might go back to it some day or not. But right
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now, Congress and even the President support the
ongoing development of tribal governments and
programs for Indian people. Mr. Stone’s views are
as archaic as they are injurious to Indian people.

Mr. Stone’s badly developed “history” of Mich-
igan Indians ignores the ongoing oppression of
Indian people here and elsewhere. Along with per-
haps Muslims, American Indian people are among
the last racial groups for whom it’s okay to make
fun of in the form of sports mascots, names, and
logos. It’s okay to stereotype American Indian
people and culture on TV and in the movies
and even high-brow literature. No “crypto-fascist
political correctness movement,” to borrow Mr.
Stone’s pithy phrase, steps up to support American
Indian people. Go ahead and mock Indian people
for being drunk. Go ahead and mock Indian
people for selling out their culture for gaming
money. Go ahead and mock Indian people for
speaking like Tonto. No American liberal move-
ment will prevent it, or speak out against it, or
remedy it. Indians are on their own.

What’s truly horrifying about The Terrible Tribe
is that their justification for existence is that they
supposedly honor Indian people and culture. No.
No. What The Terrible Tribe does is perpetuate
stereotypes. The members of The Terrible Tribe
don’t enroll in classes to learn more about Indian
history or language, nor do they visit Indian reser-
vations to learn more about the realities of reserva-
tion life. No member of The Terrible Tribe has
ever graduated and worked for the betterment of
Indian people. Playing Indian has no value to the
community. It never has and it never will. Indian
people suffer more social and political oppression
than any other group in the United States. And this
Committee must be aware that The Terrible Tribe
will never do one thing to solve that problem. The
only thing that The Terrible Tribe does is to injure
Indian people.

Al Killingsworth: We’ll take a brief recess to deliberate.
[recess]
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Thank for waiting. As you know, the Committee
has two options available to it at this point.
The Committee can decide to recommend that the
entire Board of Regents hear this matter. The
Committee can decide to decline to recommend
that the entire Board hear this matter. I under-
stand that the Committee will speak separately.

Madam Chairman?
Linda Fisher Dietrich: Thank you, President Killingsworth. I will first

announce that the Committee has voted to decline
to recommend that this matter be heard by the
entire Board of Regents. The vote was split, two
to one, with myself as the lone dissenter. I will
speak first.

I have followed the question of The Terrible
Tribe with some interest for many years. The very
notion of a secret society of elite students on the
campus of a major public university in the modern
era is deeply troubling to me. While I normally
do not speak in such terms and I am no radical, I
believe The Terrible Tribe and secret societies like
it are vestiges of the white male supremacy that
infects the Western world. It is troubling to me
that so many influential alumni of this University
are members. Indeed, they may have become so
influential because of their membership in this
group. As a Regent, I hear arguments that each
individual student should be evaluated according
to their individual merit, whatever that means.
Membership in The Terrible Tribe is not based in
merit at all, but instead on mere connections to
persons with power. Hence, I believe that The
Tribe thus perpetuates a white male supremacy
that no longer reflects the sincere quest for merit
in education or life that we now hold dear.

I understand that the current ranks of the
organization contain one white woman, two
African-American men, one Latino man, and one
American Indian male. Of course, that leaves
twenty white men. Even in this Committee, we are
not privy to the details of these individuals, but
we understand from the representations made by
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Mr. Stone that the twenty white men and the lone
woman are all children of wealthy families. Some
of them could be classified, I suppose, as “legacy
admits.” Of the men of color, each of them is a
successful athlete, with families of modest means. I
believe that the people of color and the lone
woman who are members of The Terrible Tribe are
probably tokens, weak attempts by the leadership
of The Terrible Tribe to avoid claims of race and
sex discrimination. I also believe, most especially,
that the very recent offer of membership to an
American Indian student is a patent and disgust-
ing attempt to quell or dilute the claims of these
courageous students that The Terrible Tribe con-
tributes to a hostile educational environment. I do
not speak these thoughts as a means to insult or
degrade these students who are members. What
little I know of the members of The Terrible Tribe
is positive. These students are impressive indi-
viduals, especially the students of color. They
would have to be, I suppose, to attract the atten-
tion of The Terrible Tribe’s white male leadership.
But while these students have been invited to join,
I am convinced by Mr. Montana’s argument that
The Terrible Tribe is much, much less than the
sum of its parts.

The Committee members and the full Board of
Regents are well aware of the ugly, racially hostile
climate that pervades the University community at
this time. We are aware, but it appears we are
unwilling to do anything about it. This is an easy
fix to a small part of a much larger problem. That
we are unwilling to evict this ridiculous and hor-
rible student group from University property is
evidence that the Board of Regents is helpless and
a little hopeless. It is clear to me that the members
of this Committee voting to decline to send this
matter for a full evidentiary hearing before the
Board are contributing to even more hostility
toward American Indian students and cultures.
That The Terrible Tribe exists is bad enough. That
we are condoning, even supporting, their actions,
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is unbelievable. I say, if we are worried about a
civil rights or freedom of speech claim from The
Terrible Tribe, bring it on. If the membership of
The Terrible Tribe has something to say, let them
say it to the full Board of Regents or in court.

Elton Maynard: While I tend to have a different opinion on many
things from Chairman Dietrich, it is rare that I
find myself so alarmed by her views as today. The
notion of a “white male supremacy” running the
world from secret societies is fantastical in this day
and age. Let me start by noting that it is my under-
standing that The Terrible Tribe is not a so-called
secret society. It is an anonymous student group,
virtually unconnected to the University’s funding
and support. And like any student group, it asks
for and receives permission to meet on campus.

I think this is an easy legal and political decision
for the Committee, but one fraught with pointless
emotion. There will always be students who feel
hysterical anger at some perceived slight. Today,
we gave up valuable time to hear the complaints
of two students who perceived discrimination.
All objective evidence indicates that the alleged
discrimination neither exists nor has any impact
whatsoever.

I have nothing further to say about this matter.
Anthony Patriarche: This is a much closer question for me than for my

colleagues. On one hand, I am in firm agreement
that The Terrible Tribe is offensive to American
Indian students, American Indian cultures, and
American Indian tribes. The Terrible Tribe, frankly,
should not exist. But then again, neither should
the Ku Klux Klan, or the John Birch Society, or any
other racist or sexist organization. But we have to
face the reality of freedom of speech. While I am
no fan of Mr. Stone’s politics, his argument that
the University owes The Terrible Tribe the right
to peaceably assemble and associate is absolutely
correct. This is a University community where
multiple and often conflicting viewpoints should
be aired and interrogated. I believe that these
students who have appeared before us should be
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airing their grievances and asking the entire Uni-
versity community to think about The Terrible
Tribe. Perhaps, over time, The Terrible Tribe will
cease to be a force on the campus. If these students
and local tribes continue to challenge The Terrible
Tribe in the open and not in this semi-closed meet-
ing, then I believe The Tribe will die out.

That alone justifies ending this matter, but I
raise an additional point for an interested group
not present here. As the Committee knows, I am a
strong advocate for academic freedom. I under-
stand from the papers filed here and from the oral
representations of the parties that one or more
University faculty members holds membership in
The Terrible Tribe. We as a political body should
be wary of passing judgment on the political
speech activities of our faculty.

To conclude, we have heard today powerful
and compelling arguments from many sides of
this debate. I look forward to hearing more about
this issue from students, rather than lawyers and
politicians.

Thank you.
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